The Church in Somewhere (CIS) is a small community church which uses an Excel spreadsheet to keep its financial records. The church administrator is considering moving from a spreadsheet accounting system to a relational database system that can easily be expanded to include more information in the future. In this paper we examine the transforming process in this hypothetical case by following a resource-event-agent (REA) modeling paradigm to create a database. We then link the REA model to financial reporting using Microsoft Access. In addition, using the financial report in the database, students prepare and validate an eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) document for CIS. Instead of applying the complex U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) Taxonomies, Release 2009, the case uses a dedicated CIS Taxonomy to complete the mapping and tagging processes.
outre aux e´tudiants l'occasion de pre´parer et de valider un document XBRL pour CIS. Plutoˆt que d'appliquer les taxonomies complexes des PCGR des É tats-Unis, e´dition 2009, les auteurs utilisent dans leur cas une taxonomie propre a`CIS pour re´aliser les processus de cartographie et de codage.
Mots clés : base de donne´es relationnelles, document d'instance, mode´lisation REA, XBRL Resource-event-agent (REA) data modeling is a technique designed to build accounting information systems (AIS) in a shared data environment (McCarthy, 1982) . Without using the debit-credit accounting framework, the REA modeling captures a wider range of data according to ''events'' that take place in everyday business transactions. Traditionally, accountants capture information only when elements in the financial statements are affected. The result of this narrow view of enterprise information is many stand-alone systems with data redundancy. The design of modern enterprise resource planning systems is an effort to reduce unnecessary redundancy in organizations. It is an example of a sophisticated version of REA-based AIS (Hurt, 2008) . For this reason, most current AIS textbooks address REA modeling in addition to the traditional emphasis on business processes management.
When AIS faculty covers topics related to REA modeling, three steps are usually followed to introduce REA to students: (1) identifying business entities (i.e., resources, events, and agents); (2) determining cardinalities; and (3) implementing REA models using a relational database. Students usually are provided with business narratives in the beginning and are asked to analyze the scenario to determine the REA model.
One question often arises when students study REA data modeling: ''How does the REA model help accountants prepare financial statements?'' After all, an accounting information system should be useful for accountants in doing their jobs-preparing periodic financial statements and other management reports. Unfortunately, this purpose is usually skipped in many REA cases or practices. The REA model helps design a framework to collect and to store data, but it is equally important for students to be equipped with the ability to use this data-that is, to prepare reports by retrieving data from a relational database that is familiar to financial information users.
The eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) was developed for electronic communication of business data. XBRL has gradually become the de facto worldwide standard in preparing and distributing financial information to information users. The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has consistently ranked XBRL as one of its ''top ten technologies'' for accounting ⁄ auditing professionals. In January 2009, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) issued its final rules to require that by 2011 public companies must file XBRL-based financial statements (SEC, 2009 ).
Accounting professors may cover XBRL in teaching AIS courses at various levels, but many agree that a hands-on approach is the best way to learn a new technology such as XBRL. This teaching case provides guidance on how to introduce XBRL to students after an REA model is implemented. With the use of XBRL, this case provides a link between the behind-the-scenes relational databases and financial statements that is critical to most accounting and finance students. In addition, students usually are not exposed to modeling nonprofit organizations, such as hospitals, charities, and religious groups. This case provides a scenario for students to understand the simple business processes of a nonprofit organization.
CASE SCENARIO -PART ONE
The Church in Somewhere (CIS) is a small, community-based, local church located in the Township of Somewhere, Michigan. Unlike other more established, denominational churches, CIS is not officially affiliated with other churches. Instead, CIS has a ''fellowship'' with other church groups who share the same vision. Regular attendance at weekly church services is about 100 people (including those who come and go). Because of the caring atmosphere and pure focus on biblical teaching, the church has experienced steady growth (in terms of the number of church members) over the past few years.
Because the church is small, it is run by a group of ''deacons''. ''Deacon'' is not an official title; it simply refers to members who are willing to serve. Because deacons are volunteers, they do not get paid. Two years ago, one church member decided to give up his ''earthly pursuit'' (resigned from his job as a senior manager of an auto company) and became a full-timer to serve the church. The church deacons decided to pay him a basic subsistence of $1,000 and a housing subsidy of $650 per month.
Because CIS is family oriented, many activities take place in homes. That reduces the need for the church to build its own meeting hall and saves on building maintenance. However, CIS needs a meeting place to accommodate 100 people on Sundays in order for all members to worship together. Currently, CIS rents the cafeteria of a local high school to hold Sunday meetings at the cost of $500 per month.
Similar to other religious groups, the financial needs of CIS are met by its members' weekly donations. Mr. Steven Saiwoo, the deacon in charge of the church's finances, uses an Excel spreadsheet to record and to manage all income and expenditures for CIS. Mr. Saiwoo is a design engineer working at a local company. He does not have much knowledge of accounting except basic bookkeeping about debits and credits. He tries his best to balance the books of CIS. Although Mr. Saiwoo is not an expert in accounting, he has a sense of responsibility and is serious about his service at CIS. Most of the time, he is quite clear about the financial situation of CIS and knows whether CIS is in deficit or not. The accounting system designed by Mr. Saiwoo is a cash-based system, because CIS does not have accruals. Exhibit 1 displays an example of the accounting system designed and used by Mr. Saiwoo. When members make donations, they can specify the purpose(s) of their donations. Some members would like to donate one offering for different purposes. For example, the donation can be dedicated to ''children's services'', ''full-time staff support'', ''church administration'', etc. Hence, Mr. Saiwoo uses several ''funds'' to record the indicated use of money. Several common funds used by Mr. Saiwoo are:
• Administration fund
• Books fund
• Full-time staff fund
• Building fund (for the purpose of building a meeting hall)
• Children's ministry fund
• Needy saints fund (sometimes, members make donations for the purpose of helping other members financially)
• General fund (this fund is used if there's no special purpose specified by donors)
Mr. Saiwoo also matches expenditures with the funds he has created. For example, he pays full-timer salary from the ''full-time staff fund'' and pays monthly rental from the ''administration fund''. If there is a shortage in a particular fund, Mr. Saiwoo uses the ''general fund'' to make up the shortage. In other words, the ''general fund'' can be used for any legitimate purpose.
Although the aforementioned funds are the most commonly ones used in dayto-day operations, Mr. Saiwoo would like to have the flexibility to include other funds in the future. At the end of the month, Mr. Saiwoo writes cheques to pay for operational expenses and to some church members if there were offerings dedicated to financially help those members.
For the periodical preparation of financial statements, Mr. Saiwoo summarizes all income (from offerings) and expenses and calculates the net income or loss for that particular period. Again, because the church has no accruals, only cash income and expenses are recorded and reported. Exhibit 2 shows an example of such a financial report. 
EXHIBIT 2 The Current Financial Statement
This is an example of a monthly financial statement prepared by Mr. Saiwoo based on the spreadsheet he uses.
2) Create an REA model for the accounting system of CIS (learning objective 1).
3) Implement the REA model from item (2) above using a relational database (learning objective 2). Enter data from the spreadsheet to the database you have created.
4) Prepare a query that summarizes all cash donations and expenses by purpose (fund) (learning objective 2).
CASE SCENARIO-PART TWO
At the end of each month, one thing that troubles Mr. Saiwoo when he prepares periodic financial statements is that he has to enter the same data multiple times. For example, he uses an Excel function to summarize all monthly offerings, writes the numbers down; then proceeds to the next month, writes a second number down. Eventually he gets three monthly numbers for a quarter, and then he calculates the quarterly total for donations. For expenses, he does the same thing manually. Once he has all numbers on hand, he reconciles them with bank statements. If there are any discrepancies, he repeats the processes until he resolves the problem. When all numbers eventually agree, Mr. Saiwoo then enters all numbers to their appropriate places in the financial statement. Sometimes he doesn't notice an error until the statement is ready. Errors that occur in transferring data from one place to another easily take several hours for Mr. Saiwoo to trace and correct.
XBRL is a solution for Mr. Saiwoo's problem. Tagging financial information once allows the tagged information to be used multiple times without ever re-entering the information. In this part of the case, you will prepare an XBRL statement for CIS. After you finish this hands-on portion of the case, you should have an appreciation for the role XBRL plays in the financial reporting community.
To start, you need to understand several components of XBRL:
1. *.xml file = this is an XBRL statement (called an ''instance document'') you will create in this project. It contains all ''tagged'' financial information.
2. *.xsd file = this is XBRL's taxonomy file. The taxonomy is like a dictionary of financial reporting elements (such as names of accounts used by accountants). Taxonomy defines these elements and their relationships. A complete taxonomy includes XML schema and link bases. You will download an XBRL taxonomy designed specifically for CIS from the case website (see Supplementary Materials).
3. *.xsl file = this is the style sheet used to present the instance document in a human-readable form. Because the style sheet is context free, it can be applied to multiple instance documents.
Preparing an XBRL-based report (i.e., instance document) requires not only technical know-how but also professional judgment. Recall that XBRL is designed to assist accountants in preparing financial reports efficiently for electronic transmission. An instance document is a collection of financial data typically seen in financial statements. The process starts with analyzing what financial information should be included in an instance document. Typically, those numbers appear in financial statements and information disclosed in footnotes.
Briefly speaking, taxonomy selection, mapping, tagging, and validation are four important steps that need to be followed to prepare an XBRL-based financial report (Mascha, Janvrin, Plouff, and Kruger, 2009) . Organizations that are required to file XBRL reports to authorities need to start by identifying the financial information to tag. After identifying which financial information to tag, preparers choose a standard taxonomy (such as U.S. GAAP Taxonomies, Release 2009) and load it into the XBRL software. After setting up contexts of the company (i.e., entity name, financial reporting period, currency), each account value is separately mapped to a specific XBRL element from the standard taxonomy. Tagging is then applied to use appropriate tags to represent financial data. If the standard taxonomy does not include an appropriate element, the preparers may choose to extend the standard taxonomy by creating a new XBRL element. Validation is done at the end to make sure that all required tags are applied and XBRL specifications are satisfied. Detailed XBRL preparation steps and how this case fits into the illustrated steps are presented in Exhibit 3.
As illustrated in Exhibit 3, to tag financial statements companies ⁄ organizations usually download the taxonomies from xbrl.org, the nonprofit consortium that develops taxonomies for each industry in each country. Because taxonomies are ''eXtensible'', any organization can extend the existing taxonomy to meet organization-specific needs.
For the purpose of this case, you will download a special taxonomy prepared by the case author. Compared with the current U.S. GAAP Taxonomies, Release 2009 (available at http://www.xbrl.us/taxonomies/Pages/US-GAAP2009.aspx), the CIS taxonomy is much smaller and more manageable, with the sole purpose of tagging CIS financial statements. Although the CIS taxonomy is simple, it follows the XBRL standards applicable when it was created. Exhibit 4 shows the structure of CIS taxonomy reporting elements. Download the zipped taxonomy file to your computer (see Supplementary Materials), and make sure that you unzip all files to the same location in your computer.
To prepare a quarterly statement for CIS, the first thing you need to do is to retrieve data from your relational database. Structured query language is such a tool designed as an interface between you and the relational database. Refer to the example statement in Exhibit 2; CIS reports its financial operations by fund. As a result, you need to create queries summarizing income and expenses by different funds. Examples of the income and expense query results are in Exhibit 5.
Although Microsoft Office supports XML, you need to use special software to prepare XBRL instance documents in order to meet XBRL specifications.
DragonTag by Rivet Software is one such available tool. DragonTag offers a fullversion, 30-day trial at no cost to individuals.
1 DragonTag is selected for this case because it is currently the most common tool used by SEC's voluntary filing program participants (Phillips, Bahmanziari, and Colvard, 2008) . Because DragonTag functions as a Microsoft Excel and Word plug-in, you will need to export your data (income and ⁄ or expense query) from the database to a spreadsheet. Appendix 1 provides instructions on how to export query results to an Excel spreadsheet. 
CASE LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE Case Overview and Teaching Objectives
Designing an AIS using the REA approach has several advantages. It helps students to think outside of the box in regard to sharing information in a database environment with which accountants are traditionally not familiar. The REA modeling developed by McCarthy in 1982 addresses the need for modeling transaction cycles in a database environment which produces data to support decision making in various business functions.
There are different ways to teach REA modeling. Some instructors mention REA in their AIS course briefly, while others devote almost an entire course to this topic. Additionally, instructors use different business scripts to enhance students' learning of modeling techniques. The majority of these business scripts or scenarios are in the realm of transaction cycles in traditional accounting settings, namely sales ⁄ revenue, purchase ⁄ payment, human resources, and financing cycles. Students seldom are exposed to modeling other types of accounting in addition to sale-purchase scenarios. This case provides an REA practice set from a different perspective -in a nonprofit setting. In addition to the most common approach, using business scenarios for teaching REA, this case provides an Excel spreadsheet with which most students are familiar. This helps students to start thinking about resources, events, and agents involved in the business processes and then to transform the spreadsheet-based accounting into a database based on an REA model.
After students build their database accounting system given the REA modeling practice set in Part I of the case, Part II of this case requires students to implement an accounting system applying an emerging technology: XBRL.
In most cases, accountants might not need to have the technical know-how to design an accounting system from scratch; nevertheless, they definitely need to have the ability to interact with the system -that is, the ability to retrieve data from the system and to organize that data into useful information. Part II of the case helps students practice their query language skills to retrieve data from the database designed in Part I and then to use the data to apply XBRL taxonomy to create an XBRL instance document in preparing financial statements. current release of the U.S. GAAP as of this writing) for creating instance documents. Although using U.S. GAAP CI Taxonomy is realistic and it is the same taxonomy used by companies to submit their XBRL-based financial reports, the complexity of CI taxonomy often creates hurdles for students the first time they are exposed to XBRL. This case follows the same approach by requiring students to create an XBRL instance document, but students use a much simpler taxonomy prepared by the case authors. This approach provides students with a basic understanding of how XBRL works and assists them in exploring XBRL instance documents and taxonomy. More importantly, students (as financial statement preparers) can acquire hands-on experience in creating an XBRL instance document without getting lost in the complex CI taxonomy.
The learning objectives of this case are: (1) to transform a spreadsheet-based accounting system to an event-based AIS, (2) to implement the REA model for a nonprofit organization, and (3) to tag, validate and export financial data for XBRL-based financial reporting (i.e., to create an XBRL instance document).
Implementation Guidance
Students are asked to assume the role of a consultant who is responsible for proposing a new AIS for the client, CIS. Students first try to understand the background of the organization based on the case scenario in Part I. Then students need to study the organization's current information system using the Excel spreadsheet provided. The analyses and discussions in the Instructor Teaching Notes provide more detailed information about each requirement in the case. While this case is designed to be completed by individual students, small groups can also be used to implement this case. Skills required in completing the case are discussed in the Instructor Teaching Notes.
CLASSROOM TESTING
A survey was conducted to examine the learning effectiveness of using this case on students' understandings of REA modeling and of XBRL. Undergraduate students taking an AIS course at two state universities participated in the survey. In general, students read and understood the case requirements (on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 1 as ''strongly disagree'' and 5 as ''strongly agree''; mean = 4.04), and the taxonomy used in this case is easy to understand and easy to use (mean = 4.18). Also, we asked students to indicate (on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 1 as ''strongly disagree'' and 5 as ''strongly agree'') the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with statements regarding their experiences with the case. Overall, the students agreed that the case was interesting (mean = 3.81), good learning experience (mean = 4.05), helped understand REA modeling (mean = 4.27), and helped understand XBRL (mean = 4.18). The student survey questionnaire is presented in Exhibit 6.
Please provide your feedback on the case to the instructor for continuous improvement. Your experience and opinions are valuable! Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions. Your responses will be anonymous and the results will only be used to assess the effectiveness of using this case in AIS courses.
Based on your experiences while working on the Church in Somewhere (CIS) REA-XBRL case, please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements using the five-point scale provided (please circle one response for each item). 12. What was your grade in the AIS course you took?
13. Did you find anything in the case unclear?
14. Any other comments?
5. Now, identify the correct tag from the taxonomy, then drag and drop it on an appropriate cell in your spreadsheet. Please remember that only cells containing numbers need to be tagged -XBRL is about data, not presentation. Cells that are tagged will be highlighted by DragonTag. Tagging elements used will show a star symbol in front of the element name. 7. The reason you may experience these problems is that a complete XBRL tag for each financial reporting element needs to have at least three pieces of context information: time period which this financial reporting element covers, currency, and precision of the number reported in addition to the financial reporting tags. To correct the problem you will need to add calendar, currency, and precision tags to each cell. In DragonTag, separate context elements can be used to tag each number. However, this can be a tedious process if done manually. DragonTag provides a feature to create ''hoppers'' to help complete this process. Basically, a hopper is a group of context elements that can be used to tag all data directly. It functions like a macro that speeds up the tagging process. 
